**SOUTH ASIA PROGRAM**

**2018**

**january**

29  Challenges for India’s Economy: My Experience and Beyond

**february**

12  Cinematic Image of Village: The Portrayal of Village in Sinhala Films/Sri Lankan Cinema

26  The Memory Card Phenomena in India: Vernacular Music and Download Cultures beyond Internet

**march**

5   Gandhāran Buddhist Texts: An Overview and Case Study of the Oldest South Asian Manuscripts

10  Going Global: Leveraging Resources for International Education

12  “European Knowledge in Indian Tongues”: Delhi College and the Politics of Translation in Colonial India

13  Multispecies Justice: Against Extinction & Extraction

19  Politics, Political Economy and the “Permanent Minority”: Race and the Indian Poor in Malaysia


**april**

9   From Sri Lanka to America: Bawa Muhaiyaddeen and Contemporary Transnational Sufism

13-14 Kings and Dictators: The Legacy of Monarchy and the New Authoritarianism in Asia

16   Sovereign Figures in Colonial India (ca. 1858-1947)

20-21 Urban South Asia Writ Small

23  A Tradition of Inventions: Arumuga Navlar’s Construction of a Saiva Public in Colonial Jaffna

30  Leaks and the Hydraulic City

**may**

7   The Co-Production of Caste in a Sri Lankan Artisan Village

---

This seminar series and symposium are partially funded by a National Resource Center grant, U. S. Department of Education sap.einaudi.cornell.edu